
IDAHO MAKERS
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Good morning!I am so excited to be here to talk with you about our Make It at the Library project and some of the lessons learned over the past 3 years.I am Erica Compton and I co-developed the project for the Idaho Commission for Libraries.



W
H
A
T 2013 Cohort  - - 5 libraries

2014 Cohort  - - 6 libraries

2015 Cohort  - - 10 libraries
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In late 2012 the we developed the Make It at the Library project in order to provide innovative and engaging maker programming for youth in communities across Idaho.We saw an opportunity to leverage the public library’s history as a trusted, accessible, and perhaps most importantly a FREE resource for the community and to expand their role to meet the growing need for STEAM skills for our youth. Libraries have become the kitchen not the grocery store! A place where community can gather, learn, create, make and share!



OUT-OF-SCHOOL TIME 
MATTERS!
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One of the reasons Idaho is investing in this project is because out-of-school time matters and libraries have a unique opportunity to impact our youth.The typical 18 year old has spent only 18.5% of her waking hours in formal educational settings!  And we know that to become proficient in anything we need time to practice! Kids need a place outside of school to extend their learning, practice concepts, explore new ideas. So out-of-school programs can complement and supplement school-day learning and they are well-positioned to engage and motivate participants. By offering innovative hands-on, project-based learning, STEM fields come alive for youth.



OUR MODEL

Build MAKERS – not spaces

Focus on the design process

Develop mentor network

Expand impact through outreach

Train & scaffold the learning
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After the libraries have been chosen through a competitive application process they join the year-long project and sign an Memorandum of Understanding – so we have a shared responsibility for the outcomes.We require libraries to commit at least 2 staff members to the project and these staff attend 7 days of hands on workshops throughout the year. These trainings are designed to build upon one another and this scaffolding of learning is key to the success thus far.The first 3 day training focuses on a foundational understanding of the maker mindset and philosophy as well as primer on how design thinking and the design process fit into making. We realized early on in the first year that expecting libraries to have dedicated spaces was unrealistic. We shifted our focus to building makers – with the understanding that the space would come. Another important element of the project is that in each subsequent year we invited the previous year’s libraries to send a new staff member to train with the new library staff. This helped build the libraries capacity to build their programming in new ways and in new directions.It also helped us build a strong mentor network throughout the state that we plan to use as we move forward in the coming years. 



LESSONS LEARNED
Engages all ages

Builds new partnerships & fosters collaboration

Making can happen ANYWHERE!

It’s not all about the tools or $$

IT’S FUN!
Stealth programming rocks!
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The Make It at the Library project is in year three and we have learned a lot from all of the libraries participating in the project. Here are just a few. The project initially focused on tweens and teens. But the libraries rapidly expanded their programming to incorporate all ages.  Libraries reported that they were seeing patrons collaborating in new ways and that they were engaging their community on a different level. They saw partnerships form that enhanced programming and expanded their reach. Stealth programming was another focus of our training – helping libraries develop programming that required little staff time and was set out for makers to engage in on their own time and in their own ways. Libraries saw a new group of kids engaging in these activities – those who didn’t like larger groups or who had schedules that did not allow them to take part in for formal programming.  As I mentioned space was really a challenge. We have a lot of rural libraries in the state and most had no dedicated space for a makerspace. Our libraries got creative! They created pop-up spaces, mobile spaces, hosted outdoor activities and one library is even converting an old bookmobile into a fully mobile makerspace!  Making does not have to be expensive and tied to specific or specialized tools. One of the most engaging activities I have seen is a take-apart activity which used nothing more than a few basic tools and a pile of broken electronics, hair dryers, curling irons and the like. At the heart of making is recycling, upcycling and repurposing. Embrace that philosophy to keep costs down and stay green.



WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE
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Here are just a few pictures of our Idaho makers in action. You will see a wide variety of environments, ages, and activities.



NEW DIRECTIONS

Circulate making kits

Engage young makers

Pilot 
school 

libraries
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This year we hand-picked 2 school libraries to join the pilot. These librarians will be working closely with classroom teachers to develop activities that meet common core requirements in new ways and with new tools. One of our 2013 libraries has created a host of Make It Take It kits that are widely circulated. Other libraries are jumping on the bandwagon and creating their own as well.Finally we will be looking a separate project to target the youngest makers. Introducing our youngest kids to making and STEAM is critical if we are to provide them with a good foundation for later learning.
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Thank you.
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